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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
When Durham College (DC) launched its new mission – Together we’re leading the way – in May 2020, there was a lot of uncertainty in the world. The COVID-19
pandemic was in its early stages and no one could be sure what the coming weeks would bring. Despite the challenges we have all faced, as an institution, we have
been living our mission each and every day.
Students have demonstrated incredible resilience as they’ve adapted to online learning and adjustments to their course structure and delivery. With unwavering
commitment to their jobs and ensuring success for our learners, faculty have been innovative in their teaching methods, finding new ways to adhere to COVID
restrictions while also keeping experiential learning at the forefront of the DC experience. Support for employees and students also shifted online while still
maintaining the college’s excellent service level and open, responsive communication.
Partnerships with key organizations and corporations have continued, benefitting both parties and supporting education, training and skills development. Innovative
applied research projects have also been completed, while others launched, including those focused on solving challenges related to the pandemic using DC’s faculty,
students and expertise.
As much as things have changed, so many of the hallmarks of what make the college one of Canada’s leading post-secondary institutions, remain the same –
we continue to grow in terms of infrastructure and programming that are responsive to industry needs and demands, our focus on transformative education is
unwavering, and our mission, vision and values, as well as our four strategic pillars and goals, continue to underscore every decision we make, guiding us forward.
We are looking to the future prepared with new knowledge and practices that will continue to serve us well, regardless of how DC offers it programs. While the past
year hasn’t been without its challenges, we are emerging stronger than ever, with a focus on continuing to lead the way, alongside the entire DC community.

Sincerely,

Don Lovisa
President, Durham College
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WORDS WE LIVE BY
MISSION
Together, we are leading the way.

VISION
Inspiring learners to create success for themselves and their communities through the best in innovative and transformative education.

VALUES
»

Collaboration

»

Integrity

»

Diversity & Inclusion

»

Respect

»

Excellence

»

Social Responsibility

»

Innovation

OUR PILLARS
OUR STUDENTS

OUR WORK

Goal: to educate and inspire students to realize success in their careers and
community.

Goal: to be a leader in teaching and learning while responsibly managing
resources, ensuring good governance and strategically investing in the future.

We will:

We will:

»

Deliver high-quality programs that reflect labour markets and are
responsive to emerging economies.

»

Foster an environment that inspires idea generation, bold leadership and
purposeful innovation that are consistent with the evolution of work.

»

Provide exceptional learning experiences that create opportunities for
students to build resilience, competence, personal capacity and lifeenhancing skills.

»

Lead the development of transformational programs, services and systems
that enhance the student experience.

»

Foster the development of durable skills that are transferable across all
industries and workplaces.

»

Be at the forefront of evolving teaching, learning and applied research
practices.

»

Champion experiential learning, global engagement and applied
research opportunities.

»

Reimagine and grow our facilities to be more flexible, accessible
and progressive.

»

Cultivate relationships with students that extend beyond graduation.

»

Optimize resources and processes in all aspects of our business.

»

Advocate for the necessity and value of life-long learning.

OUR PEOPLE

OUR COMMUNITY

Goal: to invest in our employees and empower them to be entrepreneurial,
innovative and strategic.

Goal: to drive the economic, social and environmental success of our community,
locally and globally.

We will:

We will:
»

Foster a culture where all employees are inspired to exemplify our mission,
vision and values.

Establish and strengthen meaningful partnerships with industry,
government, community and alumni to ensure our programs are
leading-edge.

»

»

Ensure a positive and inclusive work environment that is diverse, respectful
and representative of our community.

Expand volunteer opportunities for employees and students to gain a
deeper connection to our community.

»

»

Develop and implement strategies and practices that support the health
and wellness of our employees.

Leverage and grow our positive impact on the community to help it prosper
and diversify.

»

»

Leverage the expertise of our employees to make meaningful contributions
to student learning and the community.

Respect our community by leading environmental stewardship and building
social inclusion, while contributing to economic success.

»

Strengthen our relationships with Indigenous communities.

»

Provide professional development and global outreach opportunities that
enhance the skills and knowledge of our employees.

»

Attract and retain individuals who are highly qualified, creative
and collaborative.

»
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HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE PAST YEAR
In times of change and transformation, like we’ve experienced this past year, it’s important to have a solid foundation to build on. For DC, the words we live by are
reflected in our mission, vision, values, and the pillars that are vital to our success as an institution. These pillars – our students, people, work and community – keep
us focused on where we want to lead the way.
The following stories highlight the college’s achievements and success in each of these areas. It may have been a year unlike any other, but our commitment to
innovation in teaching and learning, coupled with strong local and global partnerships, have ensured DC continues to thrive.

OUR STUDENTS
MUSIC BUSINESS MANAGEMENT STUDENTS
RECEIVE 2021 SHINE! MUSIC BURSARY

DC’S ENACTUS TEAM WINS 2021 CENTRAL CANADA
REGIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP

Taking their place in the spotlight, three Music Business Management students
– one graduate and two currently enrolled – are recipients of the 2021 SHINE!
Music Bursary. Second-year students Whitney Otis and Kailey Haskell along with
Alexa Michaels, who graduated from the program in 2017, received the awards
at the 2021 SHINE! Concert on March 7.

Their hard work paid off as the DC Enactus team, EnactusDC, won its first-ever
regional championship at the 2021 Enactus Canada Regional Exposition in the
Scotiabank Climate Action Challenge, for Project 3eeHive.

Established in 2010, the SHINE! Music Bursary is an external financial
assistance award aimed at supporting young musicians looking to further their
study of traditional or folk music. Originally named the Jim Fay Music Bursary,
the award has evolved over time in memory of four influential contributors to the
Greater Toronto Area’s music scene, including:

“I’m extremely proud of our team’s commitment this year despite the obstacles
we faced,” said Heather Brown, student president of EnactusDC, who just
finished her third year with the team. “Because of COVID we had to shift to
virtual operations in March 2020 and were one of the few student Enactus teams
to continue operating during the pandemic. However, the culture we’ve built has
kept us going. This win reinforces our commitment to the competition, as well as
social enterprise, and demonstrates our drive to make sustainable change.”

»

Jim Fay – Irish-born guitar and mandolin player

»

James Gray – musician and long-time keyboard player for Blue Rodeo

»

Doug Queen – musician, singer and song-writer, and member of the
bluegrass band Jughead (“Hockey Song”)

»

Bruce Adamson – lead guitarist of Staggered Crossing

A branded apparel social enterprise, Project 3eeHive is focused on education,
empowering consumers, and collectively restoring bee habitats.

The team then moved on to the Enactus National Exposition, where 66 teams
from colleges and universities across Canada will compete.
“Being a member of the DC Enactus team has been an incredible opportunity for
me to put everything I’ve learned from my program to the test,” said Cameron
Billingham, a second-year Photography student. “It’s been a fantastic way for me
to meet and work with a great group of people and I’m excited for the next stage
of the competition.”

Funding for the bursary is raised through the annual SHINE! Concert as well
as generous donations from individuals and groups. Now in its 12th year, the
concert was streamed virtually due to COVID-19. DC’s Alexa and Whitney
were two of four recipients to join this year’s lineup and performed on the
virtual stage.

Enactus is an international non-profit dedicated to creating social change
through entrepreneurship. DC’s chapter launched in 2016 through FastStart DC
and is comprised of student leaders looking to make positive social impacts in
the community.

“Quite often, financial barriers can cause disruptions in the continued practice
or study of music,” explains Marni Thornton, professor, School of Media, Art &
Design. “Financial assistance awards, such as the SHINE! Music Bursary, can
make all the difference for those hoping to forge a future in music.”
Youth between the ages of 16 to 24 can apply to the bursary each year, with
award amounts ranging between $500 and $2,000, to support opportunities
for aspiring musicians to advance their careers, such as album releases and
additional coaching.
“We are thrilled that the college and SHINE! found each other,” says Ian Newall,
chair, SHINE! Music Bursary. “Durham College has an innovative program
that produces keen musicians and I look forward to meeting new applicants in
the future.”
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DC ADVERTISING STUDENTS SUPPORT DRPS HUMAN TRAFFICKING AWARENESS CAMPAIGN
community, with aggressors often operating in local hotels throughout
Durham Region.

As part of its effort to provide the best student experience, DC fosters strong
connections with a variety of local partners, offering students the opportunity to
put theory into practice while completing their programs. In the School of Media,
Art & Design (MAD), students learn to establish and maintain client relationships
by collaborating with community partners, quite often on real-life challenges
and opportunities.

Victims of human trafficking often have no possessions and are left to spend
time alone in hotel rooms. As part of a DRPS initiative, DC students Lauren
Crummey and Raphael Maturine leveraged input from over 50 of their peers to
develop an ingenious solution that provides vital information to victims but can
go undetected by traffickers. Disguised to look like a spa brochure, the students
created a hotel card for victims that contains important information for various
support services, in a subtle, yet impactful way.

One such partnership led to a creative solution that helped address a serious
issue – human trafficking. Through a collaboration with the Durham Regional
Police Services (DRPS) Human Trafficking Unit (HTU), Advertising and Marketing
Communications students worked to raise awareness in the community with the
design and creation of an informative hotel card.

“It was amazing to see how addressing a real-life, close-to-home matter sparked
such interest and enthusiasm among the students,” says Dawn. “The opportunity
to be part of an important initiative and make a valuable contribution to their
community made such an impact. Involvement meant so much more than just
getting a good grade.”

“The Advertising and Marketing Communications program prides itself in
providing promotional support to local business, not-for-profit and public service
sectors. For this reason, a key component of the curriculum has students
working alongside community partners to develop and implement effective
communication strategies and programs,” says Dawn Salter, professor and
program coordinator, School of Media, Art & Design.

MAD has been fortunate to work with the DRPS human trafficking unit since
2019, and has hosted HTU members and survivors as guest speakers on a
number of occasions to raise awareness.

Human trafficking involves the use of force, coercion or fraud to influence the
movements of a person, typically through sexual exploitation or forced labour.
Unfortunately, a number of human trafficking cases occur in our very own
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OUR PEOPLE
assistance. They live alone without the opportunity to approach independence
in a gradual and supported manner, and lack suitable role models and guidance
that would generally be provided in a family setting.

TWO DC PROFESSORS RECEIVE MINISTER
OF COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES’ AWARDS
OF EXCELLENCE

Established in partnership with the Regional Municipality of Durham, Durham
District School Board, Durham Mental Health Services, Boys and Girls Club
of Durham, and the John Howard Society of Canada, the DC applied research
project has resulted in the development of a ground-breaking alternative housing
hub model co-designed for youth, by youth. It has also provided valuable insight
into how the system can best meet the needs of TY while informing future policy
recommendations for supporting youth living on their own.

Leading the way in their respective fields, Edward Logan, a professor in DC’s
post-secondary and apprenticeship plumbing programs, and Chris Daniel, a
professor in the Mechanical Engineering Technology program and faculty advisor
with DC’s FastStart entrepreneurship team, have both received a Minister of
Colleges and Universities’ Award of Excellence for their dedication to the local
community, their students and the broader post-secondary sector during the
COVID-19 pandemic.

“By directly involving trusteed youth in the development of this housing hub,
we were able to support their needs, while also helping them improve their
knowledge of the service system and increase their sense of personal competency
and possibilities for the future,” said Closs, who also teaches at the college
in the Social Service Worker program. “It’s our hope that the insights and
recommendations developed as a result of this valuable research will help inform
service design and delivery here at home and across the country, and that this
project will become a catalyst in ensuring brighter futures for our trusteed youth.”

Edward Logan – creating virtual Community of Practice events
Edward, who was nominated by Dr. Rebecca Milburn, executive dean of the
School of Skilled Trades, Apprenticeship & Renewable Technology, demonstrated
his Ontario spirit by organizing two national virtual Community of Practice (CoP)
events for plumbers and skilled trades faculty.
Created with the goals of bringing educators together, making the online
experience better for students, forging new relationships, and sharing best
practices for online delivery, each CoP saw professors from across Canada and
the United States come together to share ideas, best practices, and further
examine their roles as educators. Given the initial success of the sessions, there
are plans to continue in the future.

During the project, Closs gathered survey feedback from 43 current TY, as well
as 30 service providers from 22 agencies across the region to better understand
the obstacles facing both groups. With this data, she hosted three in-person
co-design sessions and a virtual consensus building session with community
service providers and TY. At these sessions, they co-designed the youth housing
hub model and strategized policies that would improve the coordination and
collaboration of services for youth living on their own.

Chris Daniel – using 3D printers to support frontline workers
Nominated by Michelle Hutt, executive dean of the School of Science &
Engineering Technology, Chris jumped into action when the pandemic struck by
spearheading a team of 65 volunteers including college students, employees,
alumni and community members, who used 3D printers to create the frames for
PPE face shields used by healthcare workers on the frontlines battling COVID-19.

“The Region of Durham is committed to ending chronic homelessness
in our community,” said commissioner of social services, Stella DanosPapaconstantinou. “We know that the needs of youth who experience precarious
housing and homelessness are different than those of adults. This research
amplifies the voices of vulnerable Durham youth and the service providers
working with them to co-design a transitional, supportive housing model. We
are grateful for the opportunity to partner with Durham College on this applied
research and bring data, rigor and the voice of youth to proposed housing
solutions inspired by their experiences.”

At the height of production, 83 rapid prototyping machines were running across
Durham Region and a GoFundMe page was established, which ultimately
raised $15,918.32. In total, Chris’ 3D printing team produced 6,350 face shield
headbands, as well as 32,700 ear savers. In addition, a $441.66 donation was
made to the Lakeridge Health Foundation.

Other recommendations that came out of the research include:

DC is incredibly proud of both professors and extends it congratulations on their
achievement. Their commitment to their trades, students and post-secondary
education are shining examples of the college’s new mission in action – Together
we’re leading the way.

»

Bundling services for youth by creating school hubs.

»

Creating drop-in style supports to by-pass complex referral and waitlist
processes.

»

Intervention services for landlord disputes and funding incentives for landlords
who rent to youth.

»

A designated case worker assigned to TY to help navigate the service system.

»

Flexibility around communication options for youth to access service supports.

»

Access to free transportation for youth.

DC RESEARCHER LEADS CO-DESIGN OF
YOUTH-LED HOUSING HUB MODEL FOR
YOUTH LIVING ON THEIR OWN

»

Affordable, safe transitional housing options to prevent the onset of chronic
homelessness.

»

Improved process for changing schools without parental consent.

Old enough to live on their own but too young to receive social assistance
directly, Ontario’s Trusteed Youth (TY) face challenges no child should.

»

Life skills guidance for the seamless transition from adolescence to adulthood.

»

Inclusion of youth in the development of youth services.

Through a two-year research project funded by the Social Sciences and
Humanities Research Council through the College and Community Social
Innovation Fund, DC researcher Lorraine Closs found that TY often face
precarious housing situations and homelessness, food insecurity, mental and
physical health concerns and more. These issues are largely due to the challenge
of navigating a complex and overburdened social services system and lack of
safe and affordable housing options.

The full research report, including key findings, implications and
recommendations are available to view online, in addition to a short film that
was produced to disseminate the findings of the research.

Developed to honour the work being done by professors and instructors at
Ontario’s publicly-assisted, Indigenous and private post-secondary institutions
during COVID-19, the Minister of Colleges and Universities’ Awards of
Excellence celebrate the incredible work of professors and instructors on
campus, in the community and beyond.

This project was proudly supported by DC’s Office of Research Services,
Innovation and Entrepreneurship (ORSIE). ORSIE provides support to social
innovation projects through access to funding opportunities, faculty expertise,
state-of-the-art research facilities, and student learning experiences. In
partnership with industry and community agencies, applied research projects are
carried out by DC faculty experts and students and administered by ORSIE.

TY represent a unique and particularly vulnerable population, relying on a
community agency to act as their “trustee” so they can collect Ontario Works
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DC EMPLOYEES SHOW SOLIDARITY DURING SCHOLAR STRIKE FOR THOSE WHO HAVE EXPERIENCED
ANTI-BLACK AND SYSTEMIC RACISM
In September, academics across North America took part in a two-day Scholar
Strike to stand in solidarity with anti-Black racism and police violence protesters
in the U.S., Canada and elsewhere.

DC is proud of its employees and students, and supports the dismantling of
systemic barriers faced by the underrepresented Black, Indigenous and People of
Colour (BIPOC) community.

As part of this collective action event, a group of DC employees contributed
their voices to a short video to demonstrate their support for their students,
colleagues and all others who have experienced anti-Black and systemic racism.

In the summer, DC President Don Lovisa signed the BlackNorth Initiative’s
CEO pledge, joining more than 200 leaders from across Canada who have
publicly committed their organizations to taking action to realize specific goals
and targets designed to dismantle anti-Black systemic racism and create
opportunities for the BIPOC community.

Produced by Crystal Garvey, a professor in the Nursing – Collaborative Bachelor
of Science in Nursing program, the video features statements of solidarity
from faculty members across the college as they share their experiences and
advocacy while raising their voices in the call to end racial injustice.
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OUR WORK
DC LAUNCHES TWO NEW DEGREE PROGRAMS AND
GRADUATE CERTIFICATE FOR IN-DEMAND JOBS

DC OPENS ITS DIGITAL DOORS TO MORE THAN
2,700 PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS AT SPRING VIRTUAL
OPEN HOUSE

DC received consent from the Ministry of Colleges and Universities to offer two
new degree programs which will address labour shortages being experienced
in two of Canada’s hottest job sectors – construction management and artificial
intelligence.

On March 27, more than 2,700 prospective students and their families from 124
countries across the globe got a taste of the DC experience during the college’s
immersive Virtual Open House event.

Following the success of DC’s first degree programs launched in 2017 and 2019,
the new Honours Bachelor of Construction Management (HBCM) and Honours
Bachelor of Artificial Intelligence (HBAI) degrees welcomed the first class of
students in September 2021.

Through informative live program information and student support services
sessions, visitors had the opportunity to ask questions about DC’s more than 140
market-driven programs and learned about financing their education, living on
campus, career outcomes and everything in between.

“Now more than ever, our construction and technology sectors need skilled
workers who can take on specialist roles right out of the gate as the
infrastructure of both our digital and physical world evolves and advances,”
says Dr. Elaine Popp, executive vice president, Academic. “Graduates of these
degree programs will be in-demand, armed with the necessary skills to create
meaningful change in their industries and solve complex, real-world problems
while contributing to Ontario’s economic future.”

Guided virtual tours of campus spaces, including learning environments,
residence and wellness facilities, allowed visitors to envision themselves at DC.
Attendees also had the chance to enter to win a $3,000 tuition credit.
Since the pandemic started, DC has welcomed more than 7,800 visitors to virtual
student recruitment events and information sessions, providing the opportunity
to create the meaningful is between visitors and DC community members that
are a hallmark of the college’s pre-pandemic in-person events.

The HBCM program is the first DC program to be offered collaboratively across
three of the college’s academic schools, including the Schools of Skilled Trades,
Apprenticeship & Renewable Technology; Science & Engineering Technology;
and Business, IT & Management. Through this multi-disciplinary approach,
students will gain a firm grounding in the theory, principles, and practices of
construction science as well as the business acumen and leadership skills to
effectively facilitate the management of construction projects to successful
completion, with the opportunity to synthesize their learning through two 14week field placements.

DC SUPPORTING ONTARIO’S WORKFORCE
IN ACQUIRING VALUABLE SKILLS WITH NEW
MICRO-CREDENTIAL
DC is pleased to launch its latest micro-credential, Ultrasonic Testing Level
II. Designed to meet the needs of industry by quickly teaching highly soughtafter skills, DC is the only college in Ontario to offer this level of qualifying
certification for the in-demand field of Non-Destructive Evaluation (NDE).

Offered through BITM, students in the HBAI program will focus on learning
technical theory with an emphasis on Machine Learning and Deep Learning, as
well as the legal, social and corporate responsibility that comes with designing
and developing AI-driven solutions. A field placement and capstone project will
guide students in project management and assist in the development of critical
and analytical thinking skills.

Offered through the college’s School of Science & Engineering Technology (SET),
the development of Ultrasonic Testing Level II micro-credential is an example of
the strong link that exists between post-secondary institutions and industry.
“Initially we were approached by Ontario Power Generation (OPG) to offer the
ultrasonic testing training to its employees,” said Michelle Hutt, executive dean,
SET. “As we anticipate the demand for qualified NDE inspectors will continue to
grow based on expected retirements and, thanks to the college’s expert faculty
and specialized laboratory testing equipment, we are well-positioned to teach
these skills.”

“The next generation of graduates are entering a workforce that requires a
unique skillset – one that favours innovation, leadership and problem-solving,”
says Don Lovisa, president. “The work done by our researchers and experts
in our AI Hub over the past several years, including launching an AI graduate
certificate in 2019, has well-positioned Durham College as the natural choice for
training the next cohort of leaders in machine learning and AI implementation.
In addition, our excellence in trades education puts the futures of tomorrow’s
construction professionals in great hands.”

“DC’s School of Science & Engineering Technology offers high-calibre training
in an industrial setting, led by facilitators who ensure the training meets the
type of performance excellence demanded by our industry,” said Scott Burns,
Vice President, Emergency Services and Training, OPG. “The long-standing
educational partnership between OPG and DC continues to add value to our
training programs as well as to the skill development of our employees.”
After agreeing to train OPG’s employees, DC made the decision to offer the
Ultrasonic Testing Level II micro-credential more broadly.
“It is important to teach students methods that industry demands they know,”
said Hutt. “Within the NDE field, employers will not consider job applicants
without non-destructive testing (NDT) certification from the Canadian General
Standards Board. When compared to other non-destructive testing NDT
methods, ultrasonic testing is the most cost-effective, however, it is a skill that
requires a specialized learning environment.”
Designed to help those studying to be an NDE professional, as well as
those currently working in the industry quickly develop their skills, successful
completion of the micro-credential will mean that they meet the educational
requirements to be eligible to write the Level II Ultrasonic Testing
certification exam.
Developed following a rigorous quality assurance process, the micro-credential
requires students to complete case studies and hands-on laboratory applications
to build their competencies, confidence and employability.
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OUR COMMUNITY
Annual Business Excellence Awards,” said Nancy Shaw, CEO, Greater Oshawa
Chamber of Commerce. “Each clearly represent excellence in education through
Durham College. Congratulations!”

DC CELEBRATES SUCCESSFUL CAMPUS FOOD DRIVE
Thanks to the generosity of the DC and Ontario Tech University communities, the
2020 Campus Food Drive raised more than $22,000 to help 384 students in need.

The Greater Oshawa Chamber of Commerce Business Excellence Awards were
established in 1995 and honour organizations that excel in all areas of business
and leadership within the community.

“In a year like no other, we are grateful for the continued support from our
employees and their dedication to our students during the holiday season,” says
Kevin Griffin, professor in the School of Justice & Emergency Services at DC and
co-chair of the Campus Food Drive. “During a particularly challenging year for our
students, our employees once again came through – and although we couldn’t
accept food donations and pack hampers this year, we were still able
to support our students through fundraising efforts for the new Campus Food
Drive bursary.”

DC AND OPG RENEW SUCCESSFUL
LONGSTANDING PARTNERSHIP
DC and Ontario Power Generation’s (OPG) continue to champion skilled trades
development and training thanks to a $500,000 donation provided through OPG’s
Centre for Canadian Nuclear Sustainability (CCNS). The funds are supporting the
ongoing construction of DC’s Whitby Campus Expansion project.

The food drive bursary supported qualifying full-time students (married/sole
support) with families, and students who are living away from home and
experiencing food insecurity.

“We are excited to continue our longstanding relationship with OPG,” said
Don Lovisa, president, Durham College. “As a key player in the skilled trades
industry, they truly understand the importance of training the next generation of
tradespeople. In choosing to direct funds to the college’s latest capital project,
which will see an additional 750 seats added at the Whitby campus, they are
helping DC continue our tradition of educational excellence, while also ensuring
there is a pipeline of qualified graduates to support the success of the nuclear
industry as a whole and help OPG achieve their organizational goals.”

“Food insecurity is an unfortunate reality for some,” says Kevin. “Although the
Campus Food Drive efforts may look different moving forward, the goal and the
spirit of the initiative remains the same. We hope that this bursary will continue
to be an important part of assisting students in need in the future.”
The Campus Food Drive is an annual campaign organized by DC and Ontario Tech
with support from employees, alumni, students and community members

OPG recently opened the CCNS, a world-class facility that will attract skilled
jobs, innovative businesses, and economic development to the Durham Region.
Whether working on collaborative research or planning for the decommissioning
of the Pickering Nuclear Generating Station, one of the CCNS goals is to create
jobs to benefit Ontario’s economy, including a variety of skilled trades roles. As
such, supporting DC’s efforts to increase its educational capabilities in those
related fields, through capital development, is a natural fit.

DC’S AI HUB AND W. GALEN WESTON CENTRE WIN
BUSINESS EXCELLENCE AWARD FROM GREATER
OSHAWA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
DC’s Hub for Applied Research in Artificial Intelligence for Business Solutions
(the AI Hub) and W. Galen Weston Centre for Food (Weston Centre) each
received a Business Excellence Award from the Greater Oshawa Chamber of
Commerce in the categories of innovation and sustainability, respectively.

“OPG and the CCNS is extremely proud to support Durham College’s latest
capital project,” said Carla Carmichael, Vice President, Nuclear Decommissioning
Strategies. “Investing in this state-of-the-art facility, designed for hands-on
learning, is just the latest milestone in our funding partnership with the college.”

The AI Hub’s win in the innovation category highlights recent achievements
and success in the local tech sector, including the planning and co-ordination of
their Enable AI conference, the first of its kind in the Durham Region, and the
completion of numerous unique applied research projects for small- and mediumsized businesses.

In addition to the latest $500,000 contribution, the 15-year partnership with
DC has resulted in more than $5.5 million to support numerous initiatives
and programs throughout the college. These include the development of DC’s
first-ever Boiler and X-ray labs, funding towards specialized pre-apprenticeship
programs, purchasing of specialized equipment and instruments for numerous
other technology labs, sponsoring the Young Women in Science Technology and
Trades Conference, establishing paid internship and co-op programs at OPG, and
funding student scholarships and bursaries.

Winning in the sustainability category, which was launched by Oshawa Power
last year, the Weston Centre was recognized for its field-to-fork philosophy,
as well as its diverse, environmentally friendly programs and practices. From
exploring energy-efficient growing methods, while also addressing the issue of
food scarcity, to planting and harvesting seasonal crops to be used in Bistro ’67,
the college’s teaching-inspired restaurant, or in community shared agriculture
boxes, sustainability underscores much of the Weston Centre’s operations.

In return, the college has been able to support OPG through training for its own
employees, as they seek to find innovative solutions for the nuclear industry.

“The work undertaken at the AI Hub and Weston Centre enhances all aspects
of teaching and learning, while also driving growth and supporting the broader
community,” said Don Lovisa, president, Durham College. “It is always incredibly
gratifying when those efforts are recognized and we want to thank the chamber
for its acknowledgement of our innovation and sustainability initiatives.”

“For more than 15 years, DC has played a key role in meeting OPG’s needs for
well-educated and enthusiastic people to join our company or work on our
capital projects, such as the Darlington Station Nuclear Refurbishment Project,”
said Carmichael. “We believe this investment is beneficial for both entities as
it creates opportunities for students, who as graduates will help support the
CCNS’ mission and sustain a skilled workforce needed for the industry’s future
projects.”

Accepting the awards on behalf of the college were Kelly O’Brien, general
manager, Operations, W. Galen Weston Centre for Food, and Debbie McKee
Demczyk, dean, Office of Research Services, Innovation and Entrepreneurship.
“On behalf of the Greater Oshawa Chamber of Commerce, it gives me pleasure
to congratulate Durham College on receiving two awards this year at our 25th
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SUCCESS STORIES
RESEARCH
ORSIE WINS BRONZE IN 2020 CICAN
AWARDS OF EXCELLENCE

DC RECEIVES FUNDING SUPPORTING
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE ADVISORY SERVICES
FOR BUSINESSES

DC’s Office of Research Services, Innovation and Entrepreneurship (ORSIE)
received bronze in the 2020 Colleges and Institutes Canada (CICan) Awards of
Excellence in the Applied Research and Innovation Excellence Award category.
CICan is a national organization representing publicly supported colleges,
institutes, CEGEPs and polytechnics in Canada and internationally.

DC’s Hub for Applied Research in Artificial Intelligence for Business Solutions
(the AI Hub) will receive advisory services and a contribution of up to $300,000
from the National Research Council of Canada Industrial Research Assistance
Program (NRC IRAP).

“Durham College takes great pride in CICan recognizing our decade of leadership
in providing business solutions and student training,” said Don Lovisa,
president, DC. “Under the leadership of Debbie McKee Demczyk, the ORSIE
team continuously demonstrates an incredible ability to anticipate emerging
trends and provide consultative, collaborative services that meet the needs of
businesses, all while providing significant hands-on learning experiences for
students.”

This conditional funding, which started in late 2019 and has since been
extended, has allowed the AI Hub to develop technology-based solutions for
seven small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) from across the country and a
variety of industries.
“This contribution is a credit to the success of our AI Hub team in creating
real business solutions for SMEs by leveraging Artificial Intelligence, Machine
Learning, Natural Language Processing, and more,” said Debbie McKee
Demczyk, dean, ORSIE. “We are grateful for NRC IRAP’s support which, in turn,
allows our team to continue doing this valuable work.”

The CICan award recognizes ORSIE’s extraordinary contributions to the DC
campus community and the team’s role in supporting social, cultural and
economic development at local, provincial, national and global levels. Winners
of the Applied Research and Innovation Excellence Award category are selected
based on the following criteria:
»

»

»

»

The NRC IRAP l funding enables DC faculty and student researchers to act
as consultants to SMEs, applying their skills and training to solve industry
challenges related to innovation and technology adoption. Thus far, the funding
has supported the following successful projects:

Institutional commitment: evidence within the last five years of
commitment in building the institutional capacity to support small and
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) and social innovation in the community.

»

Mapping, development and deployment of a fully functional rule-based
Database and Administration Portal along with a testing webpage for
Calgary-based Cognitive Solutions Inc.

»

Impact on communities and regions: evidence of enhanced collaboration
with companies, community partners, local associations and organizations
that have a significant and sustainable impact on local or regional
innovation.

Development of a suite of Machine Learning applications and scripts,
which includes inference functions for on-the-fly textual testing and
analysis, for AI agency Atomic X.

»

Impact on students: demonstrated application of skills into workplace
settings, with a focus on the capacity to engage in innovation and
entrepreneurship activities. Must be supported with data.

Phase 1 of the AI Wetland mapping tool development for Solstice
Environmental Management, an Alberta-based environmental
consulting firm.

»

Development of an AI tool built into the software of a New Brunswickbased digital services provider, Riddl Tech Inc., that can help client
companies manage their social and environmental-impact data.

»

Development of proprietary conversational chatbot for Health Espresso/
iCare Home Health Services Inc. that answers frequently asked
questions about regional healthcare resources in Ontario based on a user’s
postal code.

»

Creation of an event-based AI engine that envelops multi-faceted AI
models to predict the fluctuations of the currency in light of changing global
currencies and event indexes for online financial tech services company
4Pay Inc.

»

Through their partnerships with the AI Hub, each SME gained access to
researcher and student expertise and valuable programs and resources to
help facilitate the adoption of AI into their business systems.

Impact on SMEs: evidence within the last five years of new or
improved products, processes, services that enhance profile and market
opportunities.

The long list of ORSIE’s accomplishments since it first opened in 2009 includes
the launch of four applied research centres on campus – the AI Hub, Centre
for Craft Brewing Innovation, Mixed-Reality Capture Studio and Centre for
Cybersecurity Innovation – as well as supporting entrepreneurship and social
innovation through FastStart and Enactus, which enable students to use
their creativity and skills to develop solutions to real-world challenges while
contributing to the economic growth of their communities.
“Since ORSIE launched, research at Durham College has accelerated at an
exhilarating pace,” said Debbie McKee Demczyk, dean, ORSIE. “We entered
into 2020 on the wave of success enjoyed last year that saw us achieve all-time
highs on an expanding number of initiatives. The dedicated faculty, staff
and students continue to demonstrate exceptional hard work and commitment
in their pursuit of excellence. Their work is cutting-edge and impactful at
every level.”

“Although the benefits are well known, the ability to develop an effective AI
solution that can generate value at scale remains elusive for many companies,”
said Dr. Elaine Popp, vice president, Academic. “We are thrilled that this funding
from NRC will allow us to further support businesses as they implement AI
capabilities into their business systems, all while giving our students more
opportunities for experiential learning.”
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DC AWARDED TWO MITACS ACCELERATE GRANTS
TO FUND STUDENT RESEARCH INTERNSHIPS

By creating significant cost-savings and improving customer satisfaction, the
outcome of this project will support the company’s continued growth and the
creation of high-quality jobs for Canadians.

DC’s Office of Research Services, Innovation and Entrepreneurship (ORSIE) has
been awarded two Mitacs Accelerate grants totaling $120,000, in support of two
new applied research projects creating eight internships for DC students.

During their internship, DC’s students applied the skills, theories, and concepts
learned in their program in a workplace setting, while building their professional
networks, and acquiring hands-on experience. Since the project ended in
January, both students were hired by Creation Technologies.

Mitacs is a not-for-profit organization that fosters growth and innovation
in Canada by solving challenges with research solutions from academic
institutions. It is funded by the Government of Canada with support from
provincial governments across the country.

“I am very pleased to be able to participate with Durham College and Mitacs on
this project,” shared Kirby. “The students were able to apply their supply chain
knowledge to help identify inventory factors contributing to the creation of the
optimization model. Overall, this project has been a great success and has been
a valuable learning experience for myself and the students.”

Among the first colleges in Ontario to access the program, the grants are
allowing DC to build research partnerships while also giving students meaningful
experiential learning opportunities to participate in research as paid interns. Not
only does this help partner organizations that need their expertise, it contributes
to the training of highly qualified research personnel by providing workintegrated opportunities at DC that support students’ career readiness.

Project Two: Improving recruitment for employers and job seekers
In today’s highly competitive job market, the recruitment industry often struggles
with information overload and the ability to effectively match potential
candidates with available positions.

“Hands-on and real-world experience is a crucial part of a world-class postsecondary education. That’s why our Government is proud to support our
colleges and universities through Mitacs to create more work-integrated learning
opportunities for Ontario students,” said Ross Romano, Minister of Colleges and
Universities. “By helping our students get new experiences in their field of study,
Durham College and Mitacs are giving their students access to the skills they
need to find a good job and succeed in the career of their choice.”

To help address this problem, DC faculty researcher Uzair Ahmad and six interns
from DC’s Artificial Intelligence Analysis, Design and Implementation and Data
Analytics for Business Decision Making graduate certificate programs will work
with Reachout Inc., a start-up company that is building a diversified early career
community for post-secondary students and an end-to-end virtual recruiting
platform for employers, to develop a two-way hybrid recommendation system to
support both employers and job seekers. The system will learn relevant content
and rank candidates based on the job description. This will result in stronger
candidate recommendations for employers while also promoting appropriate job
opportunities to candidates.

“The Mitacs Accelerate program is a unique funding model that brings
researchers, students and businesses together to solve real-world challenges,”
said Debbie McKee Demczyk, dean, ORSIE. “We are very excited to see the two
research projects come to fruition and are grateful to be receiving support from
our partner companies and Mitacs itself.”

It will also ensure increased accuracy and explainable recommendations—
an innovation that will provide Reachout with a competitive advantage.

Project One: Developing a unique inventory optimization model

The students involved in this research will be integrated into Reachout’s
technical team, with direct supervision provided by Thomas Liu, it’s CEO, and
will benefit from the ability to leverage the skills and knowledge they’ve
acquired in the classroom and apply them to solve businesses challenges in a
real-world setting.

Recognizing that manufacturing is a $174 billion industry in Canada, representing
over 10 per cent of the total GDP and 68 per cent of merchandise exports,
efficient inventory management plays a vital role in a business’s profitability.
Thanks to Mitacs funding, two DC students from the college’s Supply Chain and
Operations Management – Business Administration (SOM) program have created
an inventory optimization model that predicts factors affecting stock, as part of
an internship with electronics manufacturer Creation Technologies LP.

“Mitacs is delighted to support these exciting projects at Durham College.
By enabling the creation of valuable academic-industry partnerships that
provide students with meaningful, paid, experiential-learning opportunities,
Mitacs is proud to contribute to innovation in Ontario. These internships are
helping partner organizations access Durham’s rich expertise in AI and systems
optimization, while contributing to the career development of college students,”
said, John Hepburn, CEO and Scientific Director at Mitacs.

Students worked under the supervision of Creation Technologies’ Supply Chain
Leader Maura Kirby, who also sits on the SOM Program Advisory Committee at
DC, and faculty researcher Brent Clemens, to create a system that can determine
the optimal levels of supply needed to support customer needs, while meeting
the company’s business targets.
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ATHLETICS
batting tunnels for training, bullpens, a new scoreboard, maintenance storage
and equipment, coaches’ room and an umpire change room. New team change
rooms will be completed during Phase 2 of the project, which is estimated to
begin summer 2021.

DURHAM LORDS RECOGNIZE 46 ALL-ACADEMIC
STUDENT-ATHLETES
Recognizing academic success from the 2020 fall semester, the Durham Lords
are proud to acknowledge 46 student-athletes with all-academic honours.

DC’s women’s softball team has won an unprecedented record twenty OCAA
championships over the past 39 years, including four in the past five years alone.

Despite the lack of conference play following the cancellation of Ontario
Colleges Athletic Association seasons due to health and safety protocols,
DC student-athletes remained dedicated to both studies and training, surpassing
40-plus all-academic student-athletes for the third consecutive year.

DC LORDS ESPORTS ROCKET LEAGUE TEAM WIN
NECC CHAMPIONSHIP

“I can’t say enough of how proud I am of all our student-athletes for staying
committed to their sport and their academics during the pandemic,” said DC
Athletic Director Ken Babcock. “In particular, congratulations to the near
record number of DC varsity athletes who have achieved academic honours this
past fall.”

The DC Lords Varsity Esports team earned their first championship win after the
Rocket League squad captured the New England Collegiate Conference (NECC)
championship on November 22.
After winning their regular season finale, the Lords completed a perfect 6-0
regular season run in NECC competition, entering the post-season as the number
two seed overall. From there, DC dominated their first-round match before
knocking off another team in an exciting championship final.

Durham women’s volleyball led the way with seven players achieving allacademic requirements, followed closely behind by women’s softball, men’s
baseball and Esports with six players each, and women’s soccer and men’s
rugby who had five players receive the honour.

“I believe this is the standard we have set for ourselves moving forward with
the overall tone of our program,” said Lords esports general manager Bill Ai.
“An amazing start to the inaugural season for the NECC and we will look to
continue to produce results of this caliber into next year when we defend our
championship in the spring.”

CONSTRUCTION ON DURHAM LORDS
SOFTBALL FACILITY
Construction on a new Durham Lords softball facility at the Oshawa campus
commenced this year. The facility, which will include 100-per-cent synthetic
SPORTURF playing surface with an underlay shock pad for safety, will become
the new home of DC’s award-winning women’s softball program.

The Lords Rocket League squad is made up of Conner McGlennan, Dallas Smith,
Drew Fairbrother and Jared Greenwood.
“I’m really proud of the work Jared, Conner, Dallas, and Drew put in this season
to win the NECC championship,” noted Rocket League team coach and manager
Ben Bramly. “Through countless hours of practice, scrimmages, and games they
showed consistent improvement throughout the season. I can’t wait to see what
more they can achieve as they continue to play together and build themselves as
a team.”

The new softball facility will give DC the ability to host provincial, national and
international games and special showcase camps, as well it will house new
campus recreational programs for students. A seating capacity of 400 people,
including 100 VIP seats, and a custom press box at the top of the stadium
bleachers will allow for livestreaming of home games and VIP hosting.

The NECC match was only one of two championship matches the team competed
in on November 22. The Rocket League team also made it to the Unified
Collegiate Esports Association (UCEA) final. However, the Lords fell in the gold
medal round.

Replacing the current halogen light system will be state-of-the-art MUSCO LED
energy-efficient stadium lights to eliminate light spill. This new feature will also
provide the capability to match light requirement levels for broadcast TV.
“I am so excited to see this facility become a reality,” said DC athletic director
Ken Babcock. “We will have an amazing new home for our highly successful
championship women’s softball program and with our colder climate and
weather, the artificial turf will allow us to extend the playing season on both
ends. This will soon be the best place to play women’s softball in the country.”

PlayVS action also continued for the Rocket League team, adding wins over three
teams to their record, before dropping their most recent match ahead of the
post-season.
Finally, the team earned two more wins in CSL Esports competition heading into
the winter break, resuming regular season matches in the new year.

Other features of the new softball facility include: team studio dugouts, dual
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INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION
associate vice-president, Academic (Enrolment and International Education),
Durham College. “DC has a longstanding history of working with institutions
across Kenya and thanks to the Mastercard Foundation’s generous funding, and
facilitation by CICan, we are able to work alongside other Canadian colleges to
lend our expertise, helping to further refine skills training to meet the country’s
growing needs.”

DC TO SUPPORT TECHNICAL AND VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION AND TRAINING (TVET) IN KENYA
THROUGH YOUNG AFRICA WORKS INITIATIVE IN
PARTNERSHIP WITH MASTERCARD FOUNDATION
This past year, DC participated in two initiatives in Kenya with Young Africa
Works: Youth Employability through TVET (Technical and Vocational Education
and Training) program.

DC’S WORKING ACROSS BORDERS PROJECT
CONTINUES TO MAKE A GLOBAL IMPACT DURING
COVID-19

Facilitated by Colleges and Institutes Canada (CICan) in partnership with
Mastercard Foundation, the first initiative will be undertaken over 12 months,
focusing on preparing a new industry-driven training program for a September
2021 launch, and the second, which will be undertaken over the next five years,
will focus on developing and scaling up training of pre- and in-service trainers to
deliver competency-based education and training (CBET) instruction and capacity
development for leadership and management.

Four years ago, DC started an innovative Working Across Borders (WAB) course
for business students, which allows them to engage with various international
institutions around the world through virtual collaborative learning. The project
provides participants with opportunities to experience multicultural perspectives
while developing sustainable real-world business solutions for internationally
oriented clients.

Increasing industry-driven training programs
Working as the lead institution on the first initiative, DC, in collaboration with
Algonquin College and Kenyan partners, seeks to increase the participation of
young Kenyans, particularly women, in market-relevant skills training programs.
Using a partner-driven, participatory approach, the goal is to ultimately grow
the number of young people in dignified and fulfilling work in the Big Four (food
security, affordable housing, manufacturing and affordable healthcare) and
digital sectors.

Despite the COVID-19 pandemic, this fall more than 500 students from all over
the world joined more than 120 DC students, many of which are international,
from the Project Management and International Business Management postgraduate programs. Using the Rotary Global Classroom, DC’s live-stream venue,
partners from Germany, Belgium, Slovenia, Netherlands, Russia, Finland, Italy,
Ecuador, Bangladesh and Indonesia came together on October 19 for a kickoff
session to discuss project details and to meet their teammates and 2020 WAB
project partner and client, Seventh Generation.

DC’s involvement comes as a continuation of the Kenya Education for
Employment Program (KEFEP), which saw the college work with The Kitale
National Polytechnic and The Eldoret National Polytechnic providing support
for institutional leadership and assisting with the implementation of Kenya’s
technical and vocational education and training reforms.

Seventh Generation is an American-based company that produces eco-friendly
cleaning and personal care products, whose mission is to help reduce the
negative impact on human health and the environment. The organization’s chief
marketing officer, Hanneke Willenborg, participated in the WAB event and
provided students with invaluable insight to help guide their efforts.

This unique collaborative project will leverage the strengths of each partner to
quickly implement and accelerate its overall impact.

“Products and businesses need to do more in this world than just work,”
says Willenborg. “Companies need to be able to serve more than just their
shareholders. We are delighted to see young global minds develop and generate
brilliant insights and ideas to help solve complex sustainability and inequity
challenges by being a part of Working Across Borders.”

Over the course of 12 months, all involved in the project will work to develop
student-centred learning materials, gender equity and inclusion strategies, and
industry linkages.
Exchanges will also occur between Kenya and Canada, allowing Kenyan trainers
to conduct benchmarking visits to Canada in order to be exposed to CBET
methodology, industry workshops and courses that are currently in use. Canadian
trainers and subject-matter experts visiting Kenya will continue to build
relationships with their Kenyan partners and develop a better understanding of
the local context.

WAB encourages students to work effectively in intercultural teams and
explore business opportunities to achieve the United Nations 17 Sustainable
Development Goals in their work. The project focuses on online collaboration to
prepare students for the real business world and raises awareness about today’s
environmental issues to develop open-minded and responsible professionals.

Developing and scaling up pre- and in-service training

“Working Across Borders encourages those involved to find effective ways to
collaborate and overcome cultural barriers with people across the globe,” states
Rogier Ten Kate, DC professor and one of the partners in the project. “Students
have to solve a complex problem for a real client and build connections and
friendships virtually and culturally. With this challenge, they will develop many
valuable skills that will be helpful in their future endeavours.”

DC is also supporting a second initiative, alongside project lead Algonquin
College, and Camosun College, which will give current trainers and leaders the
skills they need to successfully deliver CBET education.
This will be done by embedding its CBET principles within the theory and
practice of their preparatory courses, while better aligning them with newly
developed national standards, where modules focus on the different learning
needs of young women and young men.

The WAB initiative continues to expand each year, which illustrates the
importance of preparing students to build a sustainable future on a global scale.

The development and scaling-up of pre- and in-service instruction will ensure
that up to 9,000 new TVET trainers with CBET methodologies will be deployed.
The Canadian colleges will also work with the Kenyan partners to explore
opportunities for TVET trainers to upgrade or maintain their technical skills
through short-term industry placements as an element of in-service training.
“We are very excited about both of these initiatives,” said Marianne Marando,
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PICTURING CHANGE: A FACULTY-LED CLASSROOM ABROAD TAKES STUDENTS TO GUATEMALA TO LEARN
ABOUT THE UNITED NATION’S 17 SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS
As part of a Faculty-led Classroom Abroad initiative, seven students from
DC’s Journalism – Mass Media program and two from the Video Production
program spent ten days in Guatemala learning about the people, the culture and
themselves.

Finally, in the last week of the semester, every student in the Journalism – Mass
Media program participated in the #DCinGuatemala project. In teams, students
produced multimedia story ‘maps’ using the videos, photos and interviews
gathered during the FLCA. These maps tell the story of how Guatemalans are
working to meet the SDGs. The FLCA was a transformational journey for the
students who participated, while also being impactful for students at home
through the sharing of cross-cultural knowledge.

Overseen by faculty member Danielle Harder, the students worked on a project
project comprised of four parts. The first involved documenting work done by
a Canadian organization, Students Offering Support, to support Guatemalan
communities.
The second saw the students leading a Digital Storytelling Workshop with
Guatemalan youth where they produced stories about the SDGs and their impact.
While there, the students also participated in the Global Classroom that included
students in Canada, Ireland and Guatemala.
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DC BY THE NUMBERS
» 2 campuses (Oshawa and Whitby)

» Top GTA Employer
(for the TENTH TIME)

» 11,000 full-time post-secondary and
apprenticeship students

» Canada’s Greenest Employer
(for the FIFTH CONSECUTIVE YEAR)

» 4 honours bachelor degrees

» Top 50 Research College
(for the SEVENTH TIME)

» 44,354 classes hosted through the
virtual classroom

» 95,000+ alumni

» 1,800 international students

» 2,303 employees

» $913+ million economic impact on
Durham Region
» 30,000+ part-time, continuing education
and online students
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APPENDICES
2020-2021 DURHAM COLLEGE BOARD OF GOVERNORS
»

Michele James, chair of the Board

»

Robert Lanc

»

Kristi Honey, vice-chair of the Board

»

Bart Lucyk, support staff representative

»

Lisa Allen

»

Kenneth Michalko

»

Suzanne Beale

»

Ian Murray

»

Elizabeth Cowie

»

Jerry Ouellette

»

Kelly Doyle, administrative staff representative

»

Gary Rose

»

Kevin Griffin, academic staff representative

»

Jim Wilson

»

Gail Johnson Morris

»

Don Lovisa, president

»

Christine Kozminski, student representative

DURHAM COLLEGE LEADERSHIP TEAM
»

Don Lovisa, president

»

Dr. Scott Blakey, chief administrative officer

»

Dr. Elaine Popp, executive vice president, Academic

»

Barbara MacCheyne, chief financial officer

»

Tara Koski, dean, Student Affairs

OVERVIEW OF SUCCESSES AND ACHIEVEMENTS FOR THE PREVIOUS YEAR
Achieving the objectives outlined in the annual Business Plan each year is critical to the success of the college’s three-year strategic plan. The Ontario Minister’s
Binding Policy Directive for Annual Reports requires each college to summarize the results of its Business Plan from the previous year in their annual report, in
recognition of the importance of these objectives to post-secondary institutions.
Over the past year, despite the challenges presented by COVID-19, many objectives and activities were still completed as they were originally designed or amended
to address changes in our business and community.
Highlights of DC’s achievements include:

OUR STUDENTS
»

Launched four new programs including Autism and Behavioural Sciences,
Tourism – Destination Marketing, Esport Business Management,
Behavioural Science – Honours Bachelor degree.

»

Six additional programs launched co-op including, Electromechanical
Engineering Technology, Environmental Technology, Law Clerk Advanced,
Mechanical Technician – Elevating Devices, Mechanical Technician –
Millwright, and Tourism – Destination Marketing.

»

OUR WORK

All new teaching and learning tools implemented in 2020 led to 44,354
classes hosted virtually.

DC’s Centre for Academic and Faculty Enrichment offered 434 professional
development sessions with 2,277 participants.

»

Developed Equity, Diversity and Inclusion Pedagogy and Practice
Modules to promote a positive and inclusive work environment.
Over 200 individuals registered.

Signed the City Studio Memorandum of Understanding with the Regional
Municipality of Durham, Durham Regional Police Services, and two other
PSEs to collaborate on municipal challenges, offering experiential learning
and research opportunities for students.

»

Launched a new Strategic Plan for 2020-2023.

»

Three Mitacs-supported projects developed and awarded, totaling
eight internships.

OUR COMMUNITY

OUR PEOPLE
»

»

19

»

Closed the GM Action Centre project: 595 users accessed the portal,
4,677 jobs were posted online, a career fair saw over 500 job seekers
attend, 24 employment resource pages created and 217 employment
events were posted.

»

First Peoples Indigenous Centre led the development of a collaborative
Summer Transitions program (Sweetgrass Series). Working alongside
post-secondary partners Loyalist College, Trent University and Ontario Tech
University, all four institutions developed the Indigenous Student Success
Network, which provided cultural programming and social engagement
opportunities with traditional knowledge keepers so that more Indigenous
students feel connected to a larger community. Eight sessions were held
for 485 registrants.

»

Worked with 62 new employers to provide 103 placements through
Community Employment Services.

FINANCIALS

HERO STORIES?

In recognition of the start of a new decade at DC, we not only want to look at the past year, but also at the nine preceding it. Each achievement and milestone have
helped lay the foundation for leading the way today and in the future.
As you will see, a lot can happen in 10 years. Here are some highlights.

OUR CAMPUS:
»

One new construction project started or completed per year since 2010. These include Phase 2 of the Whitby campus, the Centre For Food, the Student Services
Building, the Pickering Learning Site, Whitby residence, the Centre for Collaborative Education and the Energy Innovation Centre.

»

Four satellite locations in Oshawa, Bowmanville, Port Hope and Uxbridge were launched.

OUR STUDENTS:
»

Domestic and international enrolment increased by MORE THAN 80 PER CENT.

»

While the college was home to 200 international students in 2010, 1,998 are now studying at DC.

»

The community of DC grads grew from 50,000 alumni to 95,000 in 2020.

»

The Whitby campus experienced a 130 PER CENT INCREASE in the student population.

OUR LEADERSHIP:
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